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This book is part of Alfred's Harry Potter Instrumental Solos series arranged for Flute, Clarinet, Alto

Sax, Tenor Sax, Trumpet, Horn in F, Trombone, and optional Piano Accompaniment. All wind

instrument arrangements are fully compatible and can be successfully performed as ensembles or

solos by students who have completed the first book of any standard band method. A fully

orchestrated accompaniment MP3 CD is provided, featuring each song as a live performance demo

track followed by a play-along track. Titles: Double Trouble * Family Portrait * Farewell to Dobby *

Fawkes the Phoenix * Fireworks * Harry in Winter * Harry's Wondrous World * Hedwig's Theme *

Hogwarts' Hymn * Hogwarts' March * Leaving Hogwarts * Lily's Theme * Obliviate * Statues * A

Window to the Past * Wizard WheezesDue to level considerations regarding keys and instrument

ranges, the wind instrument arrangements are not compatible with the string instrument

arrangements in this series.
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I own the flute books for 1, 2 and 4. I understand they are easier solos, but the CDs provides always

included a great backing and flute. This book shows me the very obvious lack of that in the other

songs. The solos are very very simple, and the flute and orchestra backing sounds more like a MIDI

file or one that's too...perfect? It feels robotic and then at random times it's out of tune. It doesn't

sound authentic, and while I love the songs, I'm disappointed overall.I suppose it at least a starting

point, and I can add more difficult parts myself.



Extremely simple sheet music. I would suggest this music to second and third year students who

are going through traditional band courses at school. Beginners could play this with lots of practice

but intermediate and higher would find this boring and dull. The music is just too simple. For

reference this music was bought for a 6th year band student who later gave it to a younger student

in the middle school due to it's simplicity.

I love the music from the HP movies and am well pleased with the selection of tunes in this play

along. I am disappointed with the tempo tool that Alfred included on the disk. It forces you to install

java and quicktime and then freezes your computer when you try to use it. I did a bit of research and

found that the standard media player will do the same thing.Step by step instructions can be found

by searching "tempo changer for windows media player". No special tools are needed and you can

select tempos from 50% to 200%.

Music is a little difficult. I don't think it would be a good beginners book but a great book for

intermediate players.

Really handy flute fingering chart at back, plus tuning (i.e. what note to tune to - Concert B)Lovely

pictures inside covers - very nostalgic.Great assortment of songs covering the original favourite

themes, to more recent movie melodies.Includes standard play along CD, with or without cue

(excellent for beginners, or those unfamiliar with particular track).Would recommend for ages 8+

who are somewhat proficient. Great for practice, those who want to pick up a lost talent.Would

recommend to purchase with Chamber of Secrets Instrumental Solos for Flute, for those looking for

a better range of original John Williams tracks to accompany.

My daughter requested this book - she already had a book of John Williams movie music that had

one or two pieces but this has much more from all movies and composers. She loves to use it for

fun practice. I'd say it's at a good level for her - an advanced student and an intermediate player

overall.

I just like Harry potter music, and wanted to learn how to play it.It is a perfect start for a late beginner

in flute.Nice product. It arrived in perfect condition.

My kids keep taking this music book from each other. Both children are musicians and love the



Harry potter music.
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